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ABSTRACT

Local tissues are best suited for lip reconstruction. The defect following cancer resection is often significant where standard methods are often suboptimal. Here we are presenting 3 such cases. Case 1, a 65 years old male post squamous cell carcinoma (SCC) resection with 50% defect of lower lip and a commissure, reconstructed with Estlander flap and a unilateral Karapandzik flap on opposite side. Case 2, a 35 years old male had a similar kind of defect, reconstructed with Estlander flap and step-plasty on opposite side. Case 3, a 70 years old female with 80% central lower lip defect post SCC resection, was reconstructed with bilateral Karapandzik flaps and an Abbe flap. Considering the significant size defect, all cases healed quite satisfactorily. They maintained their oral competence with negligible microstomia. The hybrid principle of combining various reconstructive techniques is highly recommended for major lip defects.
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INTRODUCTION

Theoretically speaking, numerous flaps have been described for lip reconstruction. For defects up to 50% of the lip, methods such as Karapandzik (K) rotation flaps or Johanson’s step-plasty have been quite reliable techniques.\(^1\)

Defects more than 50% are challenging. Methods such as may modification of Dieffenbach or Stranc-Robertson’s steeple flaps result in functionally compromised and insensate lips.\(^2\)

In this article we would like to present the hybrid concept, which depends on using more than one type of method of reconstruction, in 3 cases with significant lower lip defects following cancer resection.

CASE REPORT

All 3 cases shown in this article were managed by multidisciplinary team, had lip tumor resection guided by frozen sections and neck dissection done initially by a colleague. They all received radiotherapy once their wounds and flaps healed optimally.

Case 1

A 65 years old male diagnosed with squamous cell carcinoma (SCC) of lower lip with AJCC stage of T2 N1 M0. Patient had a 2.5 cm full thickness resection (about 50% of lip tissue) and a commissure, this case was ideal for a combination of Estlaner (E) flap for the commissure reconstruction and rotation of K flap from the contralateral side for the semi central defect. He healed quite nicely, maintained good size oral aperture and function (Figure 1).
Case 2

A 35 years old male diagnosed with SCC of lower lip, staged as T2 N1a M0. This young adult had 3.0 cm full thickness resection of his lower lip. Preop. inter commissure distance was 4.5 cm, which means he lost close to 70% of his lower lip tissue. Commiserre was reconstructed with an E flap; the remaining lip was considered for an extended Johanson’s step-plasty (Figure 2 and 3). His results following surgery and radiotherapy are shown one year later, there is minor element of microstomia but oral competence is very good (Figure 4).

Figure 1: Case 1, (a) with 50% defect of lower lip and commissure, (b) plan marked, K flap on right side and E flap to left commissure, (c) E flap has been raised and transferred, (d) K flap been rotated, sutured to the E flap, completion of reconstruction, (e) 2 months postop, at rest and (f) optimum mouth opening.

Figure 2: Case 2, (a) young adult with SCC, inter commissure distance of 4.5 cm, (b) 3.0 cm segment of lower lip and a commissure has been resected, E flap of good width been marked, (c) E flap has been raised and transferred, achieved a full commissure and reduced the gap considerably, an step-plasty has been marked on the contralateral side, (d) step-plasty planned from contralateral side, (e) closure donor site of the step plasty and (f) completion of reconstruction inter commissure distance 4.0 cm.
Figure 3 (a-f): Artist’s depiction of the surgical maneuvers shown in case 2.

Figure 4: (a) Results of case 2, a year post-surgery and radiotherapy, at rest, (b) good oral competence, and (c) minimal microstomia, inter commissure distance of 4.0 cm.

Figure 5: Case 3, (a) central lower lip defect of 80%, planned for bilateral K flaps, and Abbe flap from upper lip philtrum, (b) K flaps being dissected and raised, (c) attempting to mobilize K flaps, the requirement for a lip sharing with an Abbe flap is demonstrated, (d) Abbe flap has been dissected and raised in a shield shape, hanging from philtrum of upper lip with a small hidden pedicle. Its donor site been closed, (e) Abbe flap is been flipped, secured to K flaps, the lips are held together centrally with a bridge of the labial vessels supplying the Abbe flap. Burrow’s triangles were also excised on both cheeks to facilitate rotation, and (f) division of Abbe flap at 3 weeks postoperatively and revision to the mucosal wounds.
Figure 6 (a-f): Artist’s depiction of the surgical maneuvers shown in case 3.

Figure 7: Case 3, (a) two months post-operative and (b) a year post-surgery and radiotherapy.

Case 3

A 70 years old woman diagnosed with SCC of lower lip staged as T3 N2c M0. Following tumor resection, she ended up with close to 80% full thickness defect.

Reconstructive plan included bilateral K flaps, and an Abbe flap from upper lip. All wounds healed satisfactorily. The Abbe flap was divided in approximately 3 weeks (Figure 5 and 6). Patient had minimal microstomia (Figure 7).

DISCUSSION

It is unfortunate that many patients still present late with significant size tumors in their lips. The decision for surgical treatment of the tumor at our institute is made by the primary head and neck surgeon.

Many microsurgical reconstructive procedures for the lip have been described and evolved, but they mostly produce a physical replacement with poor sensation, poor mobility and aesthetically poor mismatch to local tissues.\(^3\)\(^4\) It is fortunate however the older patients with poor skin elasticity are the ones who usually undergo lip resection. It needs to clarified that percentage of lip defects following resection is estimated as per the inter commissure distance for a particular patient, since it varies from one individual to another.\(^5\)

K flaps depend on recruiting cheek tissues, whereas step plasty recruits upper cervical skin in step wise manner, a technique that does require a learning curve more so than other local flaps. Both are extremely useful maneuvers and known to preserve muscle function and lip sensation.\(^5\) E flap is an exceptionally useful tool for the commissure area, as demonstrated in two of our cases in this article.

In case 2, the patient was unfortunately quite young with delay in referral as well. A bigger than average size E flap was used to provide a commissure and also to assist in reducing the remaining gap Figure 3 (b and c). Patient did not have lax cheek skin; therefore, K flap would not be a correct choice. An extended step plasty was considered in order to optimally reconstruct the lip.

Case 3 was almost a subtotal defect with intact commissures. Bilateral K flaps or step plasties are both viable options, the latter was used since this case was done early in our practice. If no further intervention done in such a case, significant microstomia is definite. The upper lip philtrum was the ideal donor site for an Abbe flap, not only to fill the gap but also to provide some harmony between upper and lower lips. It is a common observation following standard reconstructions with bilateral K flaps or step plasties, the opposing lip seems often crowded.

A word of caution that K flap dissection and mobilization on the side of which Abbe flap is based on has to be more conservative. We believe in cases such as presented above, it would be impossible to reconstruct the lip without improvising added flaps, hence the title, ‘Hybrid’ concept in lip reconstruction.
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